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MASTER.
In 2019, Thomas became a Master of Wine (MW), the

most respected title in the wine world. He is one of just

418 MWs based in 30 countries. Pushing his limits and

never stopping learning has characterised his entire life.

That’s why Thomas went for Master of Wine. As John F.

Kennedy put it in his famous speech: Why fly to the

moon? Not because it’s easy, but because it’s hard. By

the way, fewer people have achieved the Master of

Wine title than have gone into space.



I don’t fit into any one

category. I´m a media

specialist,

communicator,

traveller, digital

enthusiast, tech

addict and foodie. 



B A S I C S .  
T H I S  M A S T E R  O F  W I N E  I S  Y O U R
P A R T N E R  I N  W I N E  –  T O  G E T
Y O U  P E R F O R M I N G  A T  T H E
H I G H E S T  L E V E L .

Thomas is German born and bred, but

thoroughly international. He is focused and

precise, yet with a deep understanding of

cultural differences and full of inspiring energy.

 He drives excellence. To inspire and empower

people. To think different. To push their limits

and to move the world – with the love for wine.

Thomas is quite unique – even among the rare

breed of just 396 Masters of Wine worldwide.

The highest degree of expertise in wine together

with his career in the media, digital

communications and senior management of the

automotive sector: This is his biggest asset and

the solid foundation for his 360-degree way of

thinking. 

Thomas is a keynote speaker at international

conferences such as Wine2Wine in Verona. He

judges in wine competitions, runs

wine seminars and masterclasses for

professionals all over the world. He coaches

wine enthusiasts and writes articles spreading

his infinite passion for wine.

 He is also involved in the Master of Wine

education programme and gives wine lectures

e.g. for various international generic bodies and

institutions such as the Wine and Spirit

Education Trust (WSET). Thomas is also a

member of the WSET Alumni Advisory Board

"Let´s
move the
world
with the
love for
Wine."



I BELIEVE IN

STORYTELLING

RATHER THAN JUST

FOCUSING ON THE

FIGURES. 



STORYTELLER.
After graduating in communications, politics and economics 

from the University of Mainz, Thomas moved into the media

business. He started his career as a journalist and reporter at

Germany’s first TV news channel in 1993, because he loves powerful

story-telling and visualising exciting ideas.

The joy of exploring new businesses, strategic thinking, inspiring

teams and managing complex projects has also become an

essential part of his life. In 1998, Thomas moved into the

automotive industry. 

Since then, he has held various senior management positions in PR

as well as live, digital and strategic communications for a premium

car and truck manufacturer. Thomas has driven excellence and

creativity in all businesses – large and small, with his movie and live

communication projects winning various prestigious awards. In

2015, for example, his team achieved a “Guinness Book World

Record” by transforming the famous Hoover Dam into a giant

cinema for the premiere of a new truck in the US.



M I S S I O N
A C C O M P L I S H E D .
P u s h i n g  h i s  l i m i t s ,  e x p l o r i n g  n e w
b u s i n e s s e s  a n d  n e v e r  s t o p p i n g  l e a r n i n g
h a s  c h a r a c t e r i s e d  h i s  e n t i r e  l i f e .

.

Striving for excellence and the extraordinary has

characterised his career. He has not only passed the most

difficult wine exam and became a Master of Wine (MW),

the most respected title in the wine world. He was also

awarded the Outstanding Achievement Award 2019 of

the Institute Masters of Wine thanks to the best overall

results of his vintage.

.

 

 Outstanding Achievement Award, Institute of

Masters of Wine *** Scholarship for Languedoc-

Roussillon, French Wine Society *** Reh-

Kendermann Bursary, Institute of Masters of Wine

*** AXA Millesimes Scholarship, Institute of Masters

of Wine *** Best European Student WSET-Diploma

in Wine and Spirits *** Top Student Award, Wine

Academy Austria *** Esterházy-Award for Best

Results in the Wine-Business *** WSET-Scholarship,

Wine Australia

THOMAS´ ACCOLADES 2010-2020 



I am reading in a

wine like a in a

book. I want to

understand its

nature, meaning

and personality. 



ASKED BRIEFLY.

WHAT DO YOUR CLIENTS GET?

My clients get 100% first-hand knowledge from a

Master of Wine. They benefit from lessons learnt in

various industries as well as from my international

business background and in-depth knowledge of

European and Overseas markets. There’s no esoteric,

wine-geek talk. Let´s call it the German way:

straightforward, structured, efficient and effective. But

also inspiring and anything but mainstream.

Yes, for special clients. I call it smart coaching. If you

book me, I become your personal trainer for wine,

similar to personal sports coaching. You tell me what

you want and I make the plan. Then, we go for it

together. It’s all about your specific needs. Do you just

want an hour’s coaching via Skype? Fine. Would you

like face-to-face coaching in your office or at home?

Even better. Are you looking for a series of coaching

sessions over weeks, a month or whenever you have

time? Perfect.

ARE THERE ANY RESTRICTIONS?

The chemistry must be right. Good coaching does not

work if you’re not on the same wavelength. For either

side. But that's not usually a problem (laughs).

WHY THIS SMART COACHING?

Demonstrating valid wine expertise is crucial to

succeeding in most businesses today – in conversation

and when selecting wine in a restaurant or for

investment. At the same time, the wine world is more

complex than ever, and my clients don´t want to waste

time, money and energy discussing standard book

knowledge. That´s where I can provide something

value added. 

To inspire, motivate and empower people. To think

differently, push their limits and move the world –

with the love for wine. This applies as a keynote

speaker or moderator as well as a consultant and

coach. The fascinating thing is that each of these

tasks challenges me in very different ways.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

When on stage, I have to hook my audience

immediately. Emotion and storytelling are absolutely

essential here. Coaching and consulting are about

responding to the individual situation. However, this

also applies to all situations. Inspiring people about

and with wine is incredible.

WHAT INSPIRES YOU AS A MASTER OF WINE?

DO YOU ALSO OFFER INDIVIDUAL COACHINGS?



Basically, I learned at least as much about myself as

about wine. Without focus, the will to achieve your

goals and the confidence to trust in your own abilities,

you have no chance of unleashing your full potential.

You also have to accept that failing is part of the game.

You just have to get back up again and again. This does

not only apply to the MW but to anything else that is

really important to you in life.

WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT LESSONS YOU
LEARNED AS PART OF YOUR MASTER OF WINE
STUDIES?

I don’t fit into any one category. I´m a media specialist,

communicator, traveller, digital enthusiast, tech addict

and foodie. Exploring different cultures and never

stopping learning, that´s what really counts for me and

what makes the difference. Staying tuned and soaking

up as much as you can from all the things around you -

that´s one of my basic principles in life. 

WHAT DEFINES YOU AS A MASTER OF WINE ?

That’s also quite normal. We are all creatures of habit.

Our comfort zones provide safety and ensure that we

use our energies sparingly. It is therefore incredibly

important to awaken your will to change. And this can

only be achieved through emotions and enthusiasm,

which is the basis for any successful change

management.

YET MANY PEOPLE FIND IT DIFFICULT TO UNLOCK
THIS POTENTIAL ...

Like so many people: by chance. It all started with a

wine seminar which was a birthday gift from my

wife. This became a kind of catalyst for me. And the rest

is history. Today, wine is a hobby, job and vocation.

HOW DID YOU GET INTO WINE?

WHAT FASCINATES YOU ABOUT WINE?

For me, wine is a living being that is constantly

changing and challenging me time and time again. I

read a wine like a book. I want to understand its nature

and meaning. I am particularly interested in its context.

Like art or music, wine always reflects the social and

political circumstances of its time. And immersing

myself in these things is always fascinating.

No, the wine world is far too diverse for just one favourite

wine. I choose a wine according to my mood and

occasion. Generally speaking, I prefer refreshing, elegant

wines which energise me and keep me focused. 

DO YOU HAVE A FAVOURITE WINE?

WHAT DO YOU DO TO RELAX?

I especially like doing sport. Running, snowboarding and

also diving. But I also spend a lot of time in my garden. I

particularly love my roses.



Life has more than one facet – and Thomas sources

his creativity from more than just the wine world .  Putting his

energies into the automotive industry is still important for him .

Performing benchmark l ive communication around the world and

participating in the digital change of this sector – all these things

keep Thomas moving forward with curiosity .

Thomas is part of the CurtiusWineConsulting family .  This network

provides the perfect ecosystem for him to get all these things done .

The boutique communication and marketing agency is the perfect

match for his aspiration to focus fully on his selected projects .

Its mastermind and head is Feodora ,  marketing professional and

Thomas ’s wife and partner .  She founded CurtiusWineConsulting over

a decade ago .  An owner-managed manufactory with a global

network of top professionals .  This powerful couple realised the

Master of Wine project together .  And together with you ,  

CurtiusWineConsulting will bring your vision to l ife .

 
 

POWERCOUPLE.



“We first worked together

professionally when

presenting a successful

business seminar at the

London Wine Fair in 2013.

Thomas is also a very

valuable member of the

WSET Alumni Advisory

Board, giving excellent

advice and input into our

strategy. I look forward to

strengthening the

professional relationship

with Thomas as we

continue the global

development of WSET.” 

"Thomas has been a

wonderful resource in

Germany to help promote

and change the perception

of Australian wines. Wine

Australia has worked closely

with Thomas over the last

few years to provide a range

of detailed seminars on

Australia and we will

continue to work closely."

Ian Harris, CEO Wine and Spirtis
Education Trust (WSET)

Stuart  Barclay, Wine
Australia

"A passionate PR guy and an
expert for digital media and
business development."

Nikos Weinwelten

"A communications

specialist."

Decanter

 

"A precise taster who thinks

analytically and has a great

in-depth knowledge." 

VIF

 

"He is the only German to

pass the toughest wine

exam in the world in 2019."

Falstaff

REFERENCES.



CONTACT.
Thomas Curtius MW *** Schillerstrasse 29 **** 71404 Korb

**** 07151-30 21 13 *** info@thomas-curtius.com ***

www.thomas-curtius.com *** instagram: tc_unplugged

*** facebook: @thomas.curtius *** linkedIn: @thomas-

curtius-mw 
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